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Biography

I am a Project Designer at HOK, as well as the first-ever global Chair of Social Responsibility. I believe that good design has strong ties to the communities in which it is built and should directly address local social, economic and environmental concerns. In 2010 I co-founded HOK IMPACT, our firm-wide approach to Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). As the Director of HOK IMPACT, I am working closely with five leadership teams to strengthen our CSR policies and create a central database for information related to the community-based work we do as a firm. However, what motivates me the most right now is setting a positive example for my two year old son, George.

Awards
- BD+C 40 Under 40 2013
- Next American Vanguard, Next American City Conference 2012

Publications
- Practice Management Digest, Fall 2013
- "HOK IMPACT: Design Making a Difference", The American Institute of Architects Practice Management Knowledge Center

HUMANA CAC LITTLE HAVANA
PROJECT DESIGNER
2013 - PRESENT

This new, 16,000 square foot Humana CAC Little Havana health care clinic will become the flagship location for CAC’s Florida Medical Centers and the design will influence the design direction for all future CAC buildings.

In my role as Project Designer, I developed all aspects of the building design, from the textured exterior precast panels to the monumental stair details in the two story lobby. As the HOK representative for the project, I have cultivated a good relationship with our client, Humana, and have earned the trust of their subsidiary company and the end users, CAC.

Construction is scheduled to be completed in December 2014. This project will reinvigorate its location in the neighborhood of Little Havana. It will instill contemporary, high-end, Miami-inspired design accessible to those who might not otherwise be exposed to it, all while creating a setting in which the best quality health care can be provided.
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PUBLICATIONS
- Metropolis Magazine Blog - Point of View, Metropolis Magazine
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